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1. Prologue

Nuclear Physics has thus far investigated only small depa-

rtures from normal conditions of nuclear density and excitation.

Nucleons in the nucleus behave as elementary particles held

reasonably•far apart by strongly attractive mesonic forces and

the Pauli principle . On the other hand high energy physics has

proved that nucleons and mesons are not elementary particles but

are composed of quarks confined in bags by the strong colour

forces mediated by gluons. It is therefore reasonable to expect

that at suitably high baryon density and temperature of the

nucleus , the bags fuse t.o become finally a big bag of quarks

and gluons. Quantum chromodynamics, the very successful theory

does predict such a transition. It is therefore vital to look

closely at this high energy density region for evidence of a

transition from hadronic matter to a quark-gluon phase.

Astrohistorians are particularly curious about this transition

because our universe went through such a cataclysmic change in

the first microseconds after its birth in the Big-.Bang.

Two promising techniques are supposed to be able to cause

the transition in the laboratory. First, in the collision of

two heavy nuclei at relativistic energies , part of the kinetic

energy of collision of two colliding tubes of nuclear matter is

equipartitioned among available degrees of freedom, In a suitable

Lorentz frame the longitudinal kinetic energy is converted to

transverse or thermal energy. The energy density, baryon number

density and the volume of the fireball decides whether the

deconfinement of the quarks and gluons takes place. Estimates

of this critical energy density where this transition occurs



vary from 0,6 to 1.0 GeV/fm as compared to the 0.1? GeV/fm

energy density of normal nuclear matter.

The second technique to attain the quark phase is through

the annihilation of antinucleons and antinuclei in nuclear

matter. Kinetic energy equilibration apart, an extra 2 GeV

annihilation energy per antinucleon is available for heating

the plasma. This large energy input may again lead to a phase

transition.

Having crossed the border to a quark-gluon phase, the

problem is to characterise it. The very transient state may

perhaps be detected by measuring the production cross sections

of electroweakly interacting particles such as u. uT , e e"

or photons, or by the excessive production of heavy flavours

such as -TL (sss), csq, cs or even ^ (iud). Many other exotic

speculations have been made such as the possibility of Centauro

like events where plasma instabilities may lead to the form-

ation and emission of metastable globs cf quark matter.

In high energy physics the thermodynamic model has been

applied successfully to nucleon-nucleon collisions and with

some care it should work for nucleus-nucleus collisions at

relativistic energies. The analogy between the N-N and the

A-A collisions becomes more obvious when nucleons and mesons

are accepted as bags of quarks and gluons. If one agrees that

at a few GeV/nucleon of incident energy the bags form larger

clusters and finally merge into a single big bag, the treatment

of N-N collisions and heavy ion collisions become identical

both being descriptions of cluster collisions.

The first application of thermodynamics to nuclear coll-

isions was made by Weisskopf whose compound nucleus lived

long enough to attain thermodynamic equilibrium before it emitted

particles. Around the same time Koppe interpreted pion

production from N-N collisions as due to emission of pions from

a hot fireball. To honour Koppe for this pioneering work, the

model is named the " Fermi statistical model " .
7

Compared with experiment , the simple fireball model

breaks down when nuclear spectra are measured. Forward and
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backward jets are observed in the centre of mass frame. Fragments

of low rapidity have an anisotropic distribution. Commonly, the

reaction is pictured as the partial overlap of two nuclei and

this overlap results in a fireball. The non-overlapping parts

give a projectile fragment and a target fragment. A more accu-

rate description must require a number of , perhaps a continuum

of fireballs but restricted in number and characteristics by

the constraints of experiment. Experiment could distinguish the

origin of the particles. In contrast to the nucleons which

could come from the projectile or the target fragmentation,

mesons come from the fireball or collision zone. Neutral mesons

emitted from this fireball are relatively unaffected by the

Coulomb field and tell of the fireball volume. Measurements that

have been made of neutral mesons indicate that they emerge from

a moving decelerating fireball.

Hot
Fireball

Fig.l. Heavy ion collision with three fragments.
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2. Units and Definitions.

In the formulation discussed here, it is assumed that

h = c = 1 and that the Boltzmann constant, K = 1 • Then all

quantities are defined in terms of erergy and the unit of

energy is taken as 1 GeV. This system has as base not mass

length and time, the conventional system, but mass (m),

action (-fi), and velocity (c). The mass is the pion mass or
2

the electron mass as is convenient. Time = 1*i / c and so has
dimensions of mass" . The electric charge is dimensionless

1/2
and has the value of 137' . Computations then become simple.

A cross section is computed as GeV~ and this is converted into

conventional units using Table . I .

Table. I .

Parameter Symbol Units Dimension

" 2
Energy E c m

p
Momentum P = pc c m
Length d •fi/c m

Time t -fi/c2 n f 1

Velocity v c -

Charge e (ttc)

Angular momentum 1 <fi

Typical values

Mass: 1 amu = 0.931 GeV ; 1 gm = 5.612.1O 2 3 GeV

Length: 1 fm = 5.068 GeV" 1 ; lcm = S.Oee.lO3""

Time: 1 sec = 1.519.10 2 4GeV~ 1

Density: 1 cm" 3 = 7.682.10" 6 0 GeV 3; 1 gm/cm 3 = 4.311.10~ 1 8GeV 4

Velocity: 1 cm/sec = 3.36.10" 1 1

Acceleration: 1 cm/sec 2 = 2.196.10~ 3 5GeV

Force: 1 dyne = 1.232.10" 1 1 GeV

Energy : 1 erg = 6.242.102 GeV

Temperature: 1° K = 8,616.10~ 1 4GeV

Electric charge: 1 esu ̂  11.706

2 — V2
Velocity is defined as Q = v/c and the Lorentz factor,y =(1-A )"

Later,the total 4-momentum , a 4-temperature and a 4-volume

are defined. The Lorentz trEnsformation is given in terms of
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the rapidity variable , TV which is really the pseudorapidity.

It may also be noted that as the velocity of an object varies

from 0 to c , the Lorentz variable Y increases irom 1 t o *

and the Lorentz contraction , W^.-, goes from 1 to 0 . A

nucleus travelling at the velocity of light therefore appears

to a stationary observer to have zero thickness.

3. Cluster Collisions.

The thermodynamic model postulates :

I. Collective motion is only along the longitudinal or beam

axis. So one can transform to a local rest frame where there

are locally only thermal motions. This implies that turbulence,

shock waves and similar phenomena are absent.

II. The Kinetic energy which disappears during collisions is

converted to local excitation energy adiabatically.

The first postulate gives the local fireball or collision

tube a velocity along the beam axis and a thermal energy due

to the deceleration from an initial velocity jj>o to A
suitable variable which is a function of

which could be defined as

or

and is X

(3)

In the collision of two nuclei with an impact parameter,

the fragments have the variable ranging from -1 to 0 to +1

tr

\

• 0
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At each point in collision space the velocity distribution

of hadronic matter depends on time t, space point x , impact

parameter b , and the velocity variable A . Therefore the

probability that hadronic matter in a volume d x , has a

velocity A is

f» (4)

2

when the impact parameter is b db ; this volume has a local

temperature T because of the deceleration corresponding to

Extrapolating from the theory of black body radiation

the momentum distribution in this volume element d x of

particles of mass m is

" " ,-f
(5)

and when the mass m = 0 , this formula reduces to the Planck

equation for black body radiation.

From the second postulate the energy is known and so from

an equation of state the temperature can be computed. Before

collision a small incoming tube of matter has energy density

in its rest frame of £ o • Decelerating from *fo to a value

V" at time t , the energy density increases to

(Vt)
according to the second postulate. The equation of state connects

£ and T and therefore the variable T(A , Y Q ) is known. In

the centre of mass system the momentum distribution of particles

of mass m is-

o
The momentum distribution is Lorentz transformed to the

centre of mass frame and integrated over b , t , x and X to

give the overall distribution.+W1 does not depend on b , t

and x and therefore integrating over these variables and
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defining the interaction volume as V , and writing

x u(X,t,*>) (9
J

one gets

(8)

F" (X/Vo^ represents all contributions to a given A from

all "x and t and all impact parameters. It js a probability

distribution for A and so may be normalised :

0

r .
(10)

- I »
The first normalisation will refer to the target and the second

>-.o the projectile fragments. So as Y o varies , P spans the

range -1 to +1 in Yo ' only the shape of the distribution

changes according to the model of the reaction. Choosing :

X =
the third of the choices for X / this leads to the scaling

function

(ID

In other words the F (X, Y o) or momentum distribution ceases

to depend on the incident energy beyond a certain energy. This

is limiting fragmentation and is found to be true for NN

collisions from 10 GeV to 100 GeV and upwards.

The problem is now to find the form of F (X, Y Q ) ; and this

has to obtained from a model for the reaction process. Some

models are :

1. Regge polology

2. Form factors

3. Relativistic kinematics

4. Hydrodynamics

5. Monte Carlo cascade models 1 3

6. Boltzmann collision equations , and other methods.
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One could also employ

7. Parametrisation fits to experimental data.

In principle any transverse collective motion such as shock

waves or turbulence can be included by generalising

to three dimensions , i.e., ^V^jlfo) • I n N N collisions this

generalisation is not necessary but in heavy ion collisions
1 fit

it may prove important . The generalisation will depend

on the physical nature of the nuclear fluid that is assumed

in the calculation.

The transverse motion may depend on the incident energy but

for energies greater than a few GeV/nucleon, thermal transverse

motion can be predicted to vary as

<j&TX -
and so for very heavy fragments this is so small that turbulence

and shock waves might stand out better than for liciht fragments.

4. Hadron Thermodynamics

A very successful model for including the interactions

between hadrons is the statistical bootstrap model . While

kinetic theory can handle non-interacting or weakly interacting

particles in a volume at a certain temperature , strongly

interacting particles create difficulties. The system that is

described by statistical thermodynamics must have many degrees

of freedom and some sort of equilibrium. But the system that

is considered here, a gas of strongly interacting hadrons should

being a ncn-ideal gas , be almost impossible to handle. However

the interactions being so strong, makes the formalism as simple

as for an ideal gas. The strong interactions lead merely to

resonant states which are particles and so one gets a mixture

of particles. The following three properties of the hadron gas

lead to a general bootstrap condition :

i. There are no elementary hadrons.

ii. Each hadron consists of all other hadrons.

Jii. Th° number of hadron types are infinite.

These conditions are not unusual. The general bootstrap

hypothesis is contained in Buddhist philosophy.
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"In the Heaven of Indra there is said to be a network of

pearls, so arranged that if you look at one you see all

the others reflected in it. In the same way, each object

in the world is not merely itself but involves every

other object and in fact is everything else. In every

particle of dust there are present Buddhas without

number."

This infinity of hadrons leads to an exponentially growing

mass spectrum defined by a universal characteristic temperature.

Naturally though there are few real particles, the number of

degrees of freedom are infinite. Thermalisation is not now

achieved by collisions with real particles because the system
-23decays in about 10 second. Collision thermalisation takes

too long. Secondly it is difficult to visualise how mass and

number of created particles depend on the equilibrium brought

about by their mutual collisions. Some other equilibrating

process must be present.

The system , a fireball is at temperature T and is confined

to a volume V . Because of energy fluctuations the sytem has

an energy level spectrum , S = £ E Q , E-, E_, ... E .. J

Then the probability that the system is at energy E is

proportional to exp(-En/T) , i.e..

and the energy expectation value is

/cS . T E W«« r 2 ̂*» ̂ *PC"
\ C / — <c_ *" n Tl YI # — • » • • • I 0 \

. -i
- dp,

where

which defines the density of states , 0~(E,V)dE. The

density of states and so Z(V, T) will depend on the interactions

or chemical potentials. In high energy interactions, there are
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different particles and interactions could cause reactions

creating new particles and annihilating others. So :

If the number of particles are defined in the mass interval,

f m , dmj as p(m) dm ,

In this case there is no particle number conservation and jj£

is the ideal gas partition function for this form. Creation

and annihilation of particles occur via elementary particle

reactions. From statistical thermodynamics,

and in the limit where

f(wt,T...) r (YKT/^TXj (8)

Then

oo

o
Eecause in this picture, strong interactions lead to higher

mass particles , ̂  ( T, V ) is now the partition function fur

a strongly interacting hadron gas . p (m) includes all the

pions, nucleons, nucleon clusters, excited states, pion and

nucleon resonances along with their quantum numbers.

The function, *wj£ in eqn.(9) is analytic in the right hand

side of the complex T - plane as long as

There is no singularity in the partition function and so one

cannot determine a phase transition in this form. On the other

hand, if (>(*«) = C »W<i*l>('r'Vn>\ then for Re(T) ̂  To, the integral
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does not exist ; i\fi^t therefore has a singularity at T o

Defining &T » T-To and T* = ~TQT . eqn.(9) is

written :

since A T / " ^ > O t t-^e integral blows up at To .

When only the low temperature of the hadron gas are required,

the integral can be curtailed and no critical phenomena

occur. Actually the entire mass spectrum , Q Cm) from m = 0

to m = ©Q is required in order to represent the full hadronic

interaction. This follows from the bootstrap hypothesis.

The bootstrap hypothesis is clarified below. Eqn.(4)

defines j5(T>V.) along with eqn.(9),in two different ways :
90

f
to

Jf(m>T) ) (^)e*p(-"VT)^*u (lib)
0

The partition function is defined according to the density of

states , G~ ( E,V) and as a mass spectrum of its constituents,

fdn).
OT (E, V) d£ = the number of states £E,dE} in an interacting

volume V for the system .

O ( 7i ) dm = the number of particles of mass Sm,dm| of a

system in a volume V which result from forces

which keep these masses together as bound states

or resonances.

It follows that if the system is pressed into a critical volume

V ( E ) , the system becomes a 'big bag1 with C(E,V(E)) = j>(m)

where m = E . In other words this is the bootstrap philosophy :

the interactions create resonant and bound states which

themselves feel the interactions which create resonant

and bound states •••aich themselves feel—r
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According to the bootstrap philosophy, a nucleon or a

nucleus which is compressed to a critical volume V(E)

becomes a resonant state or particle of mass , m = E and

of volume , V ( m ) . This particle has in effect all the

particles in the initial state in it. Therefore at E(m),

<T(E,V(E)) = f (m) and then

O(m) = the density of states at its natural volume, as well as

= the mass spectrum of the constituents of the big bag.

O(m) generates the interaction that generates p(m) 1 Then

where £ m^ = m for any N because of the conservation of mass

The solution of eqn.(12) is of the form s

where Q (m) = m*1 ( & < *° ) . It is also known that as

0(m) —*• c/m^ from experimental data. In a simplified model

the limiting temperature is just the pion mass , T" o = m_

This is the limiting temperature as derived from the limited

transverse momentum of p"~tj_cles emitted in high energy

collisions. The critical temperature for any phase transition

must therefore be To = m ~. = 140 MeV .

In heavy ion collisions one must take into account baryon

number conservation also. To do this , substitute eqn.(13) in

eqn.(ll) to obtain :

(14a)

= V J^Cw/r) e*p(^(l/T0- VT))
0

Splitting this into a baryonic and a mesonic part :

K ( l 5 J

and assuming that To is the same for both parts ( this is not a
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a serious approximation because the baryon densities are much

smaller than the meson densities and the correction is small),

(16)

For small T , the exponent is very small and the baryon number

must go to zero . However there are some baryons- initially

present in the collision and these must and can be included

by replacing

by the term

so that A m veries between 0 and m . Defining

(17)

ind then = T Q ( JA ) = T Q ( 1 - ) (20)

These arguments which introduce by handwaving baryon number

conservation give a straight line for the IJL - T curve.
18More accurate computations are not easy but have been carried

out ; these give the solid line of the Fig.2.

m,.

500 ..

(MeV)

Theory not valid here
•jBose or.Fermi statistics matter

here.

Quark-gluon
phase

Fig. 2.

curve.

100 T(MeV) Tf
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The variable p. is termed the chemical potential and each

conservation law contributes to i t . Non-relativistically,

M « U " Wlfif .Then for a gas of ba.ryons of a single

tYPe ' E - |JL s
and therefore

So if the mass spectrum P (m) is known and the chemical

potential is computed the partition function can be determined.

Various physical quantities are derived from the grand partition

function . For example , .̂

the energy density, C « £V<V>J ~&t>

the baryon number density, if m £_4/^!V>3 *• gT

and the pressure, T*

Putting in various conditions as is required, such as

P = 0 , the relation between JU. and T is calculated. In the

above calculations^and later, the quantities f& = 1/ T

and the fugacity , %. = exp ( f*» / T) .

Finite Hadron size

Hadrons occupy a definite volume in the fireball. While this

volume may be neglected at low densities, it becomes intolerable

when the density gets close to the hadron density as happens

near the critical curve . The volume of the particle may be

taken as proportional to its mass

(21)

where the constant 4B has the dimensions of energy. It is

called the bag constant and therefore the energy density in

the bag is m/ V(rr>.) = 4B . Writing eqn.(21) in covariant form :

(22)

In this form the equation is true for all frames of reference.
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A densely packed bag of particles has a volume

and this must obey the same proportionality

f*i (24)

This is not a profound statement since

The volume the particles have to move around in is therefore

reduced to A from the total volume V :

. V - Z (25)

Tliis is analogous to the arguments used for a Van der Waals gas.

However, in contrast to that situation,

i. the volumes , V(mi) are different for the various m^ , and

ii. the volumes must be treated covariantly because

Then the partition function for real ( finite size ) particles

in the volume V is identical to the partition function for

point particles in the reduced volume, t^ :

and in a state where the particles have momentum f

A K = V11- Z PiK/4S -- V"- P % 8

The momenta î  fluctuate due to the heat source.
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This results in the total volume fluctuating and so

V^ s A*
1 + P ^ A B (28)

for any state that contributes to the partition function.

Keeping A fixed, so that the total volume fluctuates

with

(29)

Then to compute the energy density, ̂ E > / < V ^ :

<a> , T^AZ^C^ZJU) -- Tg.AfrCAxtf (30)

Since /tVl J<pt is proportional to A

<f) . A [ Jr T*& A fa (A>ZM)] (3D
and then the term in the brackets is an energy density which

is independent of ^Q and refers to point particles , ^

Then

, A
and A\i can be chosen to give the correct ^

Taking ^ V ^ as an input parameter, the energy density is

calculated disregarding the dependence of

From eqn.(32) ,

( 3 2 )

(33)

The energy density for real hadrons is then

v . \

(34)

and since from eqn.(32) ,

< E > ^ A .
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(35)

and

A. •= ̂  V ( A|Ti|*)/ (I""" pt C.T| f* J /4 B ̂  . >

The observabl'is for real hadrons are then derived :

Near the critical point the exact partition function

predicts that 6 -* Oo . Though Zi can be chosen to be

any real value so that V ^ E/4B , the ratio

is a function of T and W» and tends to zero because

« < ^ (37)

near the critical curve. On the curve , € , = 4B , and the

particles merge into a single giant hadron. The pressure

( 3 8 )

and the baryon number stabilises to a finite value

( 3 9 )

v̂ hich is neither zero nor infinity. The energy density is

finite , 6 = 4B and so it could be attained or even surpassed
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in the laboratory. A giant hadron bag is formed which could

be termed as the quark-gluon plasma

The arguments put forward above show that thermodynamics

and a proper description of the kinematics of the collective

motion can give a good description of high energy collisions.

5. Equilibrium - is it established ?

The thermodynamic model is based on the assumption that

equilibrium is established in the interacting tubes of nuclear

matter. In NN collisions the rapidity distributions appear
19to indicate that an equilibrated state is formed and some

kind of quantum mechanical equilibrium can be postulated. This

may not be the case for nuclear collisions. Equilibrium in the

short transit time of interaction may require interactions

much stronger than those between nucleons. That such interactions

exist in nuclei has been deduced from the results of the

experiments on the deep inelastic scattering of leptons on

nuclei . In these experiments it was shown that either quarks

are deconfined to some extent in nuclei or that large quark

clusters exist . In either case the interactions must be on

a quark-quark level and therefore stronger than the known

nucleon-nucleon interaction.

At centre of mass energies, y's<45 GeV , the thermodynamic

model seems to work but even there two particle correlations
20exist that disagree with the model ; besides the large pt

behaviour at ISR energies are not consistent with the model.

The fireball temperature appears to increase with energy in

about 0.1 per cent of the cross section though beiow a

transverse momentum of 1.5 GeV/c , the bootstrap theory with

a temperature of 165 MeV seems to fit the data satisfactorily.

Equilibration takes time and must depend on the available

volume . This is why the favourite hunting ground for the

quark-gluon phase is in the area of heavy ion collisions.
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There are two kinds of equilibrium in heavy ion collisions :

1. Kinetic Equilibrium.

Only a few collisions, perhaps two or three result in the

equipartition of energy and so this is a fast process. The

local temperature may of course vary with space and time.

2. Chemical Equilibrium.

To achieve chemical equilibrium the creation and annihilation

rate for any species of particle should be equal. The time for

this process therefore depends on the particle lifetime, the

production cross sections, etc.

For example, consider the formation of a particle , a

from a pion-nucleon gas. Defining a as the density of particle

a; as also its antiparticle , a ,

a = Na / V

while the pion density is Nyr/ V and the nucleon density is

Nw/ V . The total density is

n = ( Nfl- + % ) / V

The familiar radioactive law states

ctt
fda.\
LbEJ

and where

)

en
and the inelastic cross section

= pair production probability

<y _ = thermal velocity of the pion-nucleon gas.

Suppose the particle a has large enough mass so that its

creation causes only a minor perturbation.

SE
A

where
Ta

= the thermal velocity of a and of I
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Substituting eqns.(2) and (3) in eqn.(l) ,

Equilibrium is established when <*&/oMT = 0 , which results in

The approach to equilibrium depends on the density at time, € = 0

In a thermally equilibrated gas it turns out that

(6)*

and therefore

C&"KS>\ . # * P (, ~ ^ A . I~T) (7)

Pairs of a a could be created from non-thermal primary

collisions and these equilibrate. The initial density is

&/1 « **P L~ 2r^CX/Tj (8a)

and these will not self annihilate if the volume is large but

will do so with two other a a pairs. On the other hand at

small volumes , the a a pair will be close enough to annihilate

and

(8b)

The real situation will be somewhere in between these limits.

Equilibrium will be attained when the density settles down

to stable fluctuations :

\atb) - a£*0| ^ < ex > - ^ a > (9)

During the cooling of the fireball the total energy and the

baryon number are conserved and therefore

(10)
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It is therefore possible to follow the cooling curve as a

cascade through guasi-equilibrium states till no more changes

in the momentum distributions or particle ratios are observed.

The agreement of the thermodynamic model with the limited

data so far available is satisfactory. However a great deal

more data on NN , NA and AA collisions is x-equired , specially

measurements on the total multiplicities and particle ratios

for 7C , N , K , A , Z , d , t , 3He , 4He , Be, Li etc.

and their antiparticles. In addition the transverse momentum

^p_ y for these particles as a function of mass and incident

energy will be useful. Inclusive momentum distributions are

also not complete. With all this additional information,

abnormal event rates will tell about the azimuthal anisotropy

caused by angular momentum or hot spot effects and , at higher

energies, about large < P T ^ jets or unexpected particle

ratios specially for 7T and 2. which are signals of a

phase transition. Large ^ p > dilepton events and hard

gammas will also point to unusual effects.

6. The Quark-Gluon Plasma

Beyond the critical curve, it was suggested that a different

phase existed. At the critical curve the fireball of mesons

and nucleons have become a single elementary particle. This

particle in the modern view is a big bag of quarks and gluons

interacting not very strongly with each other. The bag model

insists that these quarks ( u,d ) are almost massless Permions.

Upto first order,in relativistic thermodynamics the grand

partition function for this system is

fl is the statistical weight = (2S+1)(2.1+1 )C , where C is the

colour quantum number. <\ = 12 for the u and d quarks , and = 6

for the strange quarks. Here fJL is the chemical potential
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for quarks and is required for baryon number conservation.

(2)

In addition gluons contribute to the partition function

(3)

The bag is an excited state of a true vacuum whose thermodynamic

potential is zeroed by renormalisation. Then in this perturb-

ative vacuum , the bag pressure contributes to the partition

function :

(4)

The total partition function is a sum of the contributions :

Differentiating ^f( with respect to p , A. ,and V then

gives the energy , baryon number and pressure. The energy

density is

The last term is put in to account for the contribution from

the massive , (mass = m ) strange quarks . The baryon number

density is

and the pressure __ ^

5"0o(fN 7jJ "L

The strange quarks are so rare that they do not affect P or.
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Fig.

Fig. 3b

The critical curves (p = 0) or the two models an the T - p pis:

(qualitiatjvely). The rpgion below the full line is described by

the statistical bootstrap model, the region above the broken line

by the quark-gluon plasma. The critical curves can be mac*? to co-

incide.

P - V diagram (qualitative) of the phase transition (ftadren gas to

quark-cluon plasr.a) alone thf-- broken line T = const, of FiR. 3a.

The coexistence region is found from the usu.il tlaxwell construct: :;

(the shaded areas are equal).
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only phase is the quark-gluon plasma. At low temperatures ,

V\, approaches V, and both phases are inadequate to describe

the situation.

The contribution of havy flavours is difficult to estimate
22

except at saturation. Saturation is not expected to occur

except at extremely high temperatures within the small life

time of the plasma. The approach to the saturation density

has been computed but unless the lifetime is known this

growth is uncertain.

Ms=150MeV,as«0.6

0.2 h

0
10 10"23 Used

Fig. 4 Time evolution of the relative strange quark to baryon number
abundance in the plasma for various temperatures T. ms • 150 MeV,
o^ • 0.6.

A parameter, P which describes the saturation factor seems
23adequate for the time being in dealing with reactions that

lead to the quark-gluon plasma. If the plasma life time is

long enough , the strange flavours saturate and i t is possible

to obtain A or K particles below the NN threshold, even

allowing for the Fermi motion in excessive numbers. At higher

energies \ production would be enhanced, the enhancement

depending on the l ife time of the quark-gluon plasma. The
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Their contribution to the energy density is

jv
o

F is a saturation factor that is explained later. Because they

are produced as si pairs and thera were no s quarks to
21start with , U, = 0 . In fact Van Hove and Pokorski• s

propose that in a NN collision the valence quarks penetrate

the target nucleus freely while the remaining energy momentum

of the gluon field remains dominant in the reaction volume.

This region then would have zero baryon number and charge in

any collision, be it NN or AA . In the large rapidity regions

the quantum numbers of the projectile and target are observed.

This gives a neat picture of the leading particle and also

explains the close correspondence between e e~" collisions

and NN collisions in hadron multiplicities and momentum

distributions. Under these circumstances, the chemical potential

should be zero for quarks and baryons in the fireball always.

It is obvious from eqns.(6) and (8) that

s (6 - (10)

At zero pressure the energy density, 6 = 4B and this agrees

with the bootstrap deductions. Thus 6 = 4B is a boundary

between the two phases. The quark-gluon plasma should hadronise

when its energy density falls below this value on expansion.

This also gives the lowest temperature for the stability of

the plasma as

T C? B'4 IX 145 to 190 MeV.
q

1/4
More detailed arguments give , for of = 0 . 5 , T ~ 0.8 B .

22It is not really necessary that the critical curves for

both phases should coincide but there has to be an overlapping

region . The P - V diagrams for constant temperature can be

drawn and the transtion pressure for the phase change for a

specified temperature can be deduced. Fig.3 shows that between

V^ and ^2 both phases coexist and the concentration of the

quark phase depends on the volume. For V. less than V. , the
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transverse momentum of strange particles would also be larger

than that computed from NN collisions-, even after allowing
24

for rescattering and Fermi motion effects. Such anomalies

have been observed in 1.8 GeV/nucleon collisions of Argon on

KCl and in the collision of Ne on NaF. It may be noted that

the threshold for the reaction , NN-* A + X is 2.5 GeV.

7. Hadronisation of the Plasma

The fact that it was only at the ISR at energies greater

than 60 GeV/fm that hadron jets were observed leads to

the conclusion that at these energies the quark momenta in

the fireball are just adequate to let them escape from the

plasma. However the colour confining forces prevent free

quarks from existing and the momentum is expended by the

creation of qq pairs ( mesons ) in a jet

At lower energy densities escape of quarks is utterly

impossible. The expanding fireball rapidly cools to below the

critical curve and a freeze out of the now supersaturated

plasma into hadrons results. The formation of any hadron

is then proportional to the probability that three quarks

( or a quark-antiquark pair ) of the right colours, spin

directions and flavours collect within a hadronic volume,

say , a sphere of radius 0.8 fm. The colour singlet then

formed can escape the colour confinement.

The probability that a baryon of 4-momentum p is formed

is
3 3

(1)

Here C(qqq) is the probability that three quarks of momentum

pt each , chosen at random gives a colour singlet of the

correct quantum numbers in a hadronic volume, V . There is

a normalisation factor which can be calculated, labelled ^f

In the plasma the momentum distribution of the quarks is

(2)
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where the mass of the quark = 4H, . As defined earlier, the

statistical weight , Q = 12 for the u and d quarks and is 6

for the strange quarks. In the hadron the energy equation holds

From these three equations , C (qqq) may be determined.

Consequently the baryon number density of each type of hadron

and the momentum distributions may be computed.

8. Heavy Ion Collisions

Monte Carlo calculations have been done on heavy ion

collisions and in one instance of the reaction of two identical

nuclei of mass = 40 , at an incident energy of 2 GeV/nucleon

these computations show that the central density increases by

about 3 - 4 times the normal nuclear density and that

thermalisation does take place in this central region.

When two nuclei of identical mass collide the centre of mass

energy for the NN collision is

E c m = 2 m ( 1 + TL / 2 m )
1 / 2 (1)

where T, is the incident energy per nucleon. The energy

density , £ = E /2. P and therefore

€ = m ( 1 + Tx / 2m )V2

where P is the central density. At 4 P , this becomes
'-̂  to

1 GeV/fm for an incident energy of 2 GeV/ nucleon, perhaps

exceeding the critical value . In addition density fluctuations

in the two nuclei could help cross the critical curve.

Using the arguments outlined earlier, the hadron production

densities can be computed as well as the temperature of the

fireball . This leads to the momentum distributions of the

emitted hadrons. The results depend on the values essumed for
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the QCD colour coupling constant, t* g and the ba0 pressure

B , but if reasonable and consistent values are taken the

production cross sections for the pions, kaons and lambdas

can be computed. One uncertainty that prevents the computation

of absolute cross sections is a knowledge of the plasma

volume which depends on factors such as the compressibility

of nuclear mat.ter. This is avoided by determining only ratios

of cross sections and these are shown in Pig.6.

.005 -

.005 -

1.0 2.0 3.0
LAB ENERGY (G«Wn)

Pig.6,Ratios of
pion,kaon and lambda
densities.
B1/4=19 0

,V4. 150

F=0.2
F=0.1

F=0.2

F=0.1
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Pig.6.(contd.)

1.0 2.0 3.0
LAB ENERGY (G«V/n)

If a reasonable volume is assumed, the production cross
24

section comes out to be 6.1 mb as against the measured value

of 7.6 + 2.2 mb. For K production the computed value is

16 mb while the experimental data gives a value of 23 + 8 mb.

It has been proposed that clustering in nuclei , both at the

nucleon and at the quark level could effectively increase the

collision energy ( analogous to the Mossbauer effect ) but the
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significance of this phenomenon has not been quantitavely

established. More experimental data on heavy ion collisions

is required ; those results already obtained have not been

quite accepted as yet.

9. Antinucleon annihilation

Obviously a collision of an antinucleus with a nucleus

leading to total annihilation will result in much higher

energy densities. Over and above the kinetic energy which

gives the energy density of the fireball in heavy ion collisions,

an extra 1 GeV/fm per antinucleon is available. In

addition, the NR attraction leads to increased hadron

densities. Antinuclei are however very scarce and even anti-

protons were not avaialble in significant intensities till

recently. A magnificent technical effort by CERN has given

intense beams of antiprotons at very low energies ( LEAR )

and at very high energies ( SPSC ) causing a resurgence in the

study of antiproton interactions. Very little information is

at present available on antiproton interactions and what is

more, even theoretical studies in this area are scarce.

The spectx-oscopy of the hydrogen atom , the simplest system

of atomic structure influenced the direction of modern physics

profoundly. The measurement of atomic spectra of hydrogen atoms

led to the Bohr theory of the atom and to quantum mechanics. '

Further data on fine structure led to the relativistic form--

ulation of quantum mechanics by Dirac. Prom the hyperfine

splitting of the hydrogen ground state the anomalously large

magnetic moment of the proton was discovered. Willis Lamb

measured the 2S - 2P energy splitting in hydrogen and this

gave birth to a comprehensive theory of quantum electrodynamics.

Another simple system is the pp atom . After the antiproton

is captured into the atomic orbitals of protonium ( pp ), it

cascades down into lower states before annihilation. Annihilation

is generally assumed to take place from the S and P wave

states but measurements still have not been made en absorption

lengths. So far all that is known is that from symmetry

principles is that the channels NN • K°K° and •> 7̂ ° Tl°
s s
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cannot result from even angular momentum states. X-ray coin-

cidence measurements will clarify this point but such studies

need great intensity of antiprotons.

An antiproton is captured when it has an energy of a few eV

and the impact parameter then is approximately equal to the

first Bohr atomic orbit radius. The pp neutral atom after

the atomic cascade has a very small radius and so goes through

neighbouring hydrogen and other molecules freely. The large

electric fields which exist inside these molecules cause Stark
29

transitions and a statistical distribution of level popul-

ation results in the pp atom. In liquid hydrogen this results

in S - wave annihilation even at large orbital quantum number,

n and the P - wave annihilation at low n is enhanced to

almost 45 per cent

The cascade de-excitation of a pp atom is through X-ray

emission. Stark effect and Auger transitions. The state of the

target therefore becomes very important in determining the

cascade rate and the nature of the cascade process. This is

probably why X-rays are not seen in the T~p absorption in
31 3 2

liquid hydrogen but are observed in a gas target

So far only three experiments have detected X-rays from pp

atoms. In one the antiproton was stopped in hydrogen gas at

4 atm. pressure and room temperature. Gating with neutral

particles reduced the background and a clear L X-ray peak

was observed but individual lines were not resolvable.

Transitions to the 1 S ground state were not visible, the

width being less than 300 eV.

The width of the bound states and resonances gives information

on the pp potential. Recently the energies of the IS state
34was computed with an interaction derived from the Paris

potential but with the G - parity component reversed. In

this calculation only the S. was found to be bound.

Inclusion of the strong annihilation pushes the wave function

out and then the effect of the Coulomb attraction is reduced.

With the annihilation; no state was bound . Protonium spectro-

scopy is therefore very important in this context.
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I I I I I I
0 1 2 3 4 5 S 7 8 9 10

X-RAY ENERGY (keV)

X-ray spectrum from pp with STOP and O-pvcxg
annihilation trigger; the peck in the 2-3 keV region

is due bo L X-ray transitions in the- pp atom.

Table I I

Upper limits of K X-rays from antiprotonia hydrogen atoms

Line

Any line of
K series

Ka to 'So

K to 'So or 3Si

Hyperfine
splitting

< 300 eV

any

any

< 300 eV

< 2 iceV

< 2 keV

Target

liquid H2

gaseous H2
8 atm

gaseous H2
8 atm

Upper
limit

3-10"1*

7-10-1*

2-10-*

Ref.

31

32

32
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Two nucleon systems have also been important in history.

The strong isospin dependence of nuclear forces was found

from a study of two nucleon systems. The measurement of the

deuteron quadrupole moment led to the conclusion that pion

interactions with nucleons are pseudoscalar in nature. More

recently searches for dibaryons have been made so the NN

interaction could be better understood . However only one

two-nucleon system , the deuteron is known to be bound.

The NN system should on the other hand have a rich

spectrum of narrow states but data is not definite. Partial

wave analysis of the NN -• 27T reaction find many such

resonances and some of these relate to strong interaction

effects in antiprotonic hydrogen atoms. X-rays from pH and

pD therefore would tell of the NN interaction and of the

annihilation process.

Annihilation in hydrogen

So far only bubble chamber data is available on antiproton

annihilation at low energies. Two main experiments were done,

at Brookhaven and at CERN. Results of these are tabulated in

Table. H I . The CERN experiment used a 80 cm Saclay-built

bubble chamber in a magnetic field of 21 kilogauss. The active

volume was 701 x 30h x 30d cm. To obtain the highest intensities

of events, the incident beam of 600 MeV/c antiprotons were

slowed down to 400 MeV/c by absorbers , so that the antiprotons

stopped at the centre of the chamber. However the straggling

and scattering spread the events over a volume 24 x 15 x 24 an ,

The average track length available for curvature measurements

was therefore short , about 5 cm. There was a contamination

of around 4 per cent of annihilations of antiprotons in flight.

Kinematic fits to the events were made and only pion, V or K—

decay events were accepted. 80,700 events were analysed out of

a total of 1.6 million events. The pp -•• e e~ reaction was

too rare to be observed this way but a later dedicated optical

spark chamber measurement obtained the branching ratio

P( e +e~)/ P (total) = 3.2 + 0.9 10~7

Cascade calculations indicate that S - capture is several orders
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Table III

Contribution of pionia states to pp annihilations at past

Final state

All neutra l p a r t i c l e s

TtV«M

2n+2ir"

2ii+2T~tt°

2i,*2ir"MM

3**3*"

3,+3,- .O

Resonant intermediate
state

oir

T|Tt TI~

I +

P°f0

o°irV
Papa

ui°nV

^p°
•a.°f0

B ± 1T +

T . V

A7 7 +

n'-rV

TI2I*2T"

* This tdble uodaces the one oublished bv S. Ar

Percentage of a l l annihilations
CERN Columbia

4.1+0
0-6

2 3.2 ±0.5

0.37±0.03 0.32+0.03

6.9 +0.35 7.8 ±0.9

5.8 ±0.3 4.1 ±0.4

0.24+0.07

35.8 ±0.8 34.5 ±1.2

0.8 ±0.1

6 . 9 + 0 . 6 5 . 8 + 0 . 3

2.0 +0.3

0.90+0.2

1.50+0.3

O.12±O.12 0.4 ±0.3

19.6 +0.7 18.7 ±0.9

3.0 ±0 .3 3 .3 +0.4

2 . 1 + 0 . 2 0 . 7 ±0 .3

1.7 ±0.2
7.3 ±1.7

}13.7 ±0.6 6 4 + 1 8

0.7 ±0 .1

O.35r0.04 0 .34+0.1

O . U r O . 0 3

20.3 +0.7 21.3 +1.1

".0.11±0.02

2 . 1 i 0 . 2 L.9 ± 0 . 2

1.9 ; 0 . 2 1.6 t O . 3

1.3 ±0.3

O.17±O.O7

0.04±0.01

0.3 +0.1

ffient^ros and 3 . T r e n c h i n t i i 2 hp p y . ro an . Fr in U
Energy Physics, Vol. 4, (Academic Pres3, Inc.), New "orV., 1969. with .isc.i
publi*h»J lacar by the CERN-College de France Col labor.it ion
In quocing percentages for resonance production, no corrections have been
for decay aodes not, occurring in the given final state.
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Tabl« I I I

Partial raise for pp •*• KKmt (m = O,1,Z,..) annihilations at rest

K

K,

K,

K

K,

K,

K,«

K.«

K.°

Final state

K"

•K.'+K.'K',

°K,'

•K,V*K.-K

K,WM>1)

K.'n-n-

K'a'n'

K + 4ir

Raies (x XO'y

Columbia

— i.i

"" 0 010

- 0.71

^rr0 — 1.46

HVIO" 035

— 064

K.'K/iMu-neiitriti) 0 089

— 4.25
K°K*"(K*<I-K1ir*) 0 85

A«it*(A-iK»K')
— 2.01

— 241

- 447

— 149
K,°K,*iu(u.-»•»-»•) C<836
K,°K,'V(<';—"'IT-IT") 0059
E»Tr"rr-lE<1-K,0K,V)

— 0 59

_

±0.1

+ 0.011
-0.010

±0.10

±0.20
- 0

CERH

0.96 ±O.0S

0.008 ±O.O0»

0.80 ±005

1.56 ±0.12
0.24 ±0.08

Not observable
i 0 08 0.43 ±0.05

±0.08
~ O.Oii
± 0.026

±0.55
3:0.16
rO.fZ

±0.26

±O.3«

iO.53

= 0.22
-O.IU
- 0.020

±0.08

0

0.71 ±0.08
0.16 ±005
0.11 ±004

4.25 ±0.20
1.05 ±0.10
0.69 ±0.07
0.64 ±0.07
0.25' ±0.06

1.95 ±0.23

2 26 ±0.45
0.18 ±0.03

4.69 ±0.55

1.10 ±0.14
0.77 ±0.10
0.055 ±0.014
0.14 ±0.035

0.71 ±0.07
0.7) +-007

-0.10

~0

2.1 .
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greater than P - wave capture foj n ̂  10 . For n < 10,

P - wave capture may compete but the antiproton would never

get to these inner shells. Experimentally only a few final

states indicate the nature of the capture state. The ratio

measured is

PP -* KsKs / PP -» 4!Ks = 4 / 7 8 7

and this leads to a fraction of about 1 per cent of P - wave

annihilation. Annihilation to Tip 7^ , only possible from a
-4P - wave state is about 1.4 to 4.8.10 of the total events

and the computed P - wave absorption is 13 to 39 per cent,

the large variation being due to poor statistics. This is

verified by other measurements but their estimates are cruder.

Information on pN bound states come from reactions such as

p + d -*• n 1 T + P

Two narrow enhancements were observed with maes 1.79 4 GeV

( G = +1, f s 15 MeV ) and 1.897 GeV ( G = -1, S" = 25 MeV )
39

but a later counter experiment failed to confirm them.

Gamma ray measurements locate masses of 1.684, 1.646 and

1.39 5 GeV but the statistics were very poor and a later

Brookhaven experiment contradicted this observation. A system-
4 0 — •

atic search for NN bound states would therefore be

particularly rewarding.

Theories of pp annihilation are also not very secure.

Resonance production and pion multiplicities cannot be

explained by a simple quark rearrangement model. Statistical
41

models are a little better and the meson momentum distrib-

utions can be fitted with Boltzmann functions with temperatures
4 7

of- T— = 128 MeV and TK = 84 MeV . Fermi figured that the
pions were emitted from a black body but to obtain the correct

multiplicity the fireball radius had to be«v»6.7 fm. This is
too large compared to the pion Compton wavelength of 1.4 fm.

43Pion interfermoetry measurements confirm the pion source

radius to be 1.0 + 0.3 fm. Other mechanisms such as sequential

emission of pions or bootstrapping * with a single pion like

object gives the measured multiplicity but is somewhat artificial
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The 1.87 GeV annihilation energy in a hadronic volume

implies an energy density of 0.9 GeV/fm . If a quark-gluon

plasma is formed the chemical potential, fJU - (*> = 0

and the baryon density is also zero. The plasma volume is

that of the target proton. Calculations on the Phatc -Sarma
1/4 3

model with B' =19 0 MeV give the plasma volume of 2.8 fm

which is very reasonable. The sum of the meson energy densities

should equal the total energy density and so the number

densities of the various mesons may be computed. The calculation

includes the pseudoscalar and pseudovector nonets of mesons

and traces the decay of the unstable mesons. The total pion

multiplicity is about 4.5 for B'4 = 150 MeV with a ratio
of K /TT of about 3.5 per cent. This is reasonable

considering that statistical thermodynamics is being applied

to a small system and fluctuations would be very important.

Meson Resonances.

If duality between resonance production and Regge exchange

holds for BB scattering , the qqqq resonances and M4
45 —

Regge exchanges must exist . These exotic 2q2q mesons

couple strongly to the BB system but do not decay to two

mesons and therefore they will be observed as narrow resonances.

It has been suggested that they would resemble the deuteron

rather than exotic mesons and that they arise from the NN

interaction.

The same bosons that mediate the NN interaction should

work for the NN interactions except that the G-parity of

the boson is odd. One term in the interaction changes sign.

For example the (U meson responsible for the hard core

repulsion in NN interactions causes a very short range

attraction between the N and the N . Very likely this results

in bound states and resonances near the pp threshold.

Measurements on these states give information on the role of

the <*) meson. The resonances couple strongly to pp via

radiative transitions and they have no isospin degeneracy.

However the 100 MeV imaginary potential of tne NN interaction at lfm

may render any calculations inaccurate. The very successful
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Fig.8. Plasma temperature for various
values of the bag parameter,B
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SlINfl AUVUII8HV
Fig.9. Pion momentum distribution calculated from

a quark-gluon plasma hadronisation model.
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QCD predicts exotic mesons such as qqqq, gluonic mesons

( gg» ggg# •« ) and hybrid mesons ( qqg, .. ) and it is

estimated that these have narrow width and couple strongly to

the NN system. Most popular are the MIT bag mesons such as

( qq + qq ) in the mass range 0.65 to 2.3 GeV . Glueballs

in the mass range 1 to 2 GeV couple weakly to qq mesons and

so must be narrow . A whole range of new particles await

discovery near the NN threshold.

Annihilation in light nuclei

Electron scattering on He and He show discrepancies which

have been interpreted as due to multiquark clusters. In the

deuteron the form factor

FD< Q
2 ) = 0.95 FNp( Q

2 ) + 0.05 P6q( Q2)

reproduces the data better than with just the nuclear form

factor, F
N p(Q ) • The six quark configuration is represented

by F5a(Q )•
 The radius of the six quark configuration is

somewhat larger than the nucleon radius. Annihilation of an

antinucleon gives a quark-gluon plasma of baryon number

density of 1 / v , not zero and with different chemical

potentials. The resulting temperature and so the pion multi-

plicities and momentum distributions are somewhat different

from annihilation on a single three quark nucleon. Measurement

of the spectator nucleon momentum distribution can however

signal formation of the plasma. If annihilation is on a single

nucleon this momentum distribution is that in the deuteron,

computed as the Fourier transform of the deuteron wave function.

The six quark component will however give rise to high momenta

spectator nucleons , as characteristic of emission from a

fireball of temperature around 140 - 160 MeV. It is therefore

to be expected that this component will give rise to a tail

in the spectator momentum distribution which would fit a

exponential form and the amplitude of this will be around
48 -

1 per cent. This has indeed been observed in p-d annihilation.
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1000

F*g.io.

;<— (»„> K*r»

o.ii o.i i o i.ar
Mom. of Specfotor P(6eV/c)

Momentum distribution of
spectator protons in
coincidence with stringeness
production.

Similarly the He form factor is represented as

iwhere

have up to twelve quark components :

VO 4
"» = 0.04. The He form facto'r will

]
U

— 4p He

T(> = 0.

p He and

where &IM9, = 0.1.2, SU* ®x = 0.04, S***^' =0.03 and

Measurements of the annihilation spectra of pD,

give the multiquark contamination of the nuclear wave

function. Regular nucleon clustering such as d - d or p -t

in the He affect pion multiplicities ob]y marginally since

clustering effects change the results only through the final

state scattering of the pion. One expects rescattering to be
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rare in few nucleon systems but the annihilation product

pion peak in energy is close to the A , resonanca. The mean

free path is therefore very short for these pions and so

they may be rescattered or absorbed with large cross sections,

Annihilation in Heavy Nuclei.

Practically no data is available on antinucleon annihilation

in heavy nuclei except from emulsion experiments. Such data
49as is available shows some peculiar events where some nuclear

fragments carry away a large part of the energy. A systematic

investigation of these events would be very interesting as it

would reveal the behaviour of nuclear matter at high energy

density.

It is expected that annihilation occurs on one nucleon. Prom

pp and pn data on cross sections the range of 1.5 GsV/ c

antiprotons in nuclear matter of density 0.14 / fm is

X = 1 / p .<Ĉ > = 1.4 10~ 2 fm.

Annihilation therefore is expected to explore only the extreme

nuclear surface. At higher momenta ( ** 10 GeV/c) the mean free

path increases to about one nucleon diameter. The exponential

law allows about 2 per cent of the antiprotons to go in 4

nucleon diameters which is near the nuclear centre. More

accurate Monte Carlo calculations show that the penetration

is about 1 fm for 0.6 GeV/c antiprotons if the strongly

attractive potential is taken into account.

On annihilation some of the pions escape the nucleus.

What is of interest is the energy deposition in the nucleus

and to compute this the interactions of the pions with other

nucleons must be followed. Monte Carlo codes input free cross

sections such as ft~p, 7t+p , pp etc., but in a process where

five to six pions are emitted not only coherent effects but

off-shell amplitudes are important. On the pion level this is

difficult to handle but a quark-gluon interaction model may help.
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Fig.11. Annihilation probability of 0.6 GeV/c antiprotons.
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It is known that the pion spectrum peaks around 280 MeV/c

close to the ^1 ^3 resonance. The cross .-.ection here is

200 mb and their range in the nucleus is almost zero.

The energy deposition can be defined
N

Ea = vvip + m^ t T^ - I E C*N)

and in spite of the A -,-, resonance effect only one ( C )

or two ( U ) pions out of five are absorbed. In " U

about 55 per cent of the events deposit 1 GeV in the nucleus.

Defining an "explosion" energy of E, = 8 A MeV, about

75 per cent ( C) to 3 per cent ( U ) of the events

reuult in a total explosion of the nucleus. Indeed e;\rly
51emulsion data • saw 200 stars with a large multiplicity of

fragments = 16, and this could signify nuclear explosions. The

explosion probability maximises around an antiproton energy

of 2.5 GeV/c . At this energy the fireball moves slcwly

through the nucleus causing a "burn" through it. If as our

calculations indicate , a zero baryon number fireball of

quark-gluon plasma is formed, this would absorb nucleons as i.t

meets them , through strong quark and gluon interactions.

The energy density in the fireball is

E/v - 4 6 =

where t = n, — | . The total energy

nd the baryon number density is therefore

and at very low energies as at LEAR

which is not very different from normal nucleai nwtter density
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for heavy nuclei. Consequently antiproton annihilation gives

high temperatures but low compressions in contrast with

heavy ion collisions.

The temperatures are around T = 140' to 160 MeV and the

hadronisation of this quark fireball will have a 1 / T

momentum distribution. Strange particle abundances will be

enhanced as the lifetime of the plasma is now large. Detection

of the quark fireball needs therefore a strange particle

trigger and measurement of the coincident high momentum

protns. An experiment done on the p-D system has been cited

earlier ( Fig.10.) Similar results are also observed for the

reaction

p -»- T> -* A *- X

Many more experiments on heavy nuclei need to be done as for
4 12example, on He , C , etc. Detectors of 4 7f geometry are

essential to determine the total event topology.

Heavy ion collisions and antiriucle'on annihilation experiments

explore different regions of the M. - T curve for matter

and give us information about nuclear matter as it falls apart

under extreme conditions'. Much more remains to be done both

in theory and experiment in this exciting border area of

particle physics and nuclear physics. Facilities for such

investigations are coming into operation and this field

promises to reward the considerable effort that has to go in

to obtain significant results.
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